Risk of herbivore attack and heritability of ontogenetic trajectories in plant defense.
Ontogeny has been identified as a main source of variation in the expression of plant phenotypes. However, there is limited information on the mechanisms behind the evolution of ontogenetic trajectories in plant defense. We explored if risk of attack, herbivore damage, heritability, and phenotypic plasticity can promote or constrain the evolutionary potential of ontogenetic trajectories in three defensive traits. We exposed 20 genotypes of Turnera velutina to contrasting environments (shadehouse and field plots), and measured the cyanogenic potential, trichome density, and sugar content in extrafloral nectar in seedlings, juveniles and reproductive plants. We also assessed risk of attack through oviposition preferences, and quantified herbivore damage in the field. We estimated genetic variance, broad sense heritability, and evolvability of the defensive traits at each ontogenetic stage, and of the ontogenetic trajectories themselves. For plants growing in the shadehouse, we found genetic variation and broad sense heritability for cyanogenic potential in seedlings, and for trichome density at all ontogenetic stages. Genetic variation and heritability of ontogenetic trajectories was detected for trichome density only. These genetic pre-requisites for evolution, however, were not detected in the field, suggesting that environmental variation and phenotypic plastic responses mask any heritable variation. Finally, ontogenetic trajectories were found to be plastic, differing between shadehouse and field conditions for the same genetic families. Overall, we provide support for the idea that changes in herbivore pressure can be a mechanism behind the evolution of ontogenetic trajectories. This evolutionary potential, however, can be constrained by phenotypic plasticity expressed in heterogeneous environments.